
Student Notes - Unit 1: An Overview of Environmental Science

Mrs. Côté Enviro. Science 120

Part A: What is Environmental Science?

 Environmental Science is the study of how humans interact with the environment and the solutions to 
environmental problems.

 There is an interaction among the physical, chemical and biological processes.
o Physical – interactions among 4 spheres (atmosphere, biosphere, geosphere and hydrosphere)
o Chemical – interactions that changes a product due to a reaction.
o Biological – processes that occur with living organisms.

 Environmentalism – a philosophy and a social movement regarding concerns for the environmental conservation 
and improvement of the state of the environment.

 Environmentalist – a person who may speak out about the natural environment and the sustainable 
management of its resources through changes in public policy or individual behavior.

** See Environmental Movement Timeline completed in class**

Part B: The Issues

 Local Issue – is any environmental issue that effects a very small section of the world.  Ex: school grounds, 
Oromocto

 Regional issue – is any environmental issue that effects a certain part of the world.  Ex: New Brunswick, Canada, 
Boreal Forest

 Global issue – Are any environmental issues or concerns that have an effect on all of us world wide.  Ex: global 
warming, water contamination.

**See forming opinions on agent orange and climate changed you completed**

 Factors of impact from issues and choices:
o Environmental/ecological factors – is any factor, abiotic or biotic, that influence living organisms.  Ex: 

temperature, disease, PH of soil, water pollution, etc….
o Social factors – are things that affect lifestyle.  Ex: religion, education, family, etc..
o Economic factors – relate to changes that affect the financial success of a country or region.  Ex: cost and 

prices, employment, innovation, etc…

**See the graphic organizer chart on personal resource and energy demands

 Ecological Footprint – a way to calculate the pressure being put upon the planet in terms of the demands on 
nature.

 It determines the number of earth(s) that would be needed if everyone lived like you.
 Takes into account a person’s energy, lumber, food, transportation and material demands.  

**See the ecological footprint and questions we did in class.**

Part C: Environmental Awareness

 Environmental Worldview – collective beliefs and values that give people a sense of how the world works, their 
role in the environment, as well as right and wrong behaviours toward the environment.

 Nature is at the mercy of the environmental worldviews of humans!
 Environmental Worldviews:

o Western View (human centered) = planetary management worldview and stewardship worldview
o Deep ecology (life centered) = environmental wisdom



 Western worldview – sees humans as dominant over nature and feels natural resources should be used for the 
benefit of humanity.

 Deep Ecology – sees that humans are just one species and all forms of life have value and the right to exist.  It 
believes humans are on an equal level with other species.

**See article and definitions of worldviews that were done in class**

**See the assignment on creating a Hemp Letter agreeing or disagreeing with the use of industrial hemp**

Part D: Population Growth & Respource Limitation

 Population – the total number of a species living in a defined region or ecosystem.
 Ecosystem – a group of plants, animals and other organisms which live together and interact with each other and

their physical environment.
 Every population has resource requirements which they depend on their ecosystem to provide.
 A population can grow or reduce in number with its maximum amount being defined by the ecosystem’s carrying

capacity.  The carrying capacity is the maximum size of a population that can exist without damage to the 
ecosystem.

 Changes in populations are affected by factors that can limit the ability of an ecosystem to support a species, 
they are known as limiting factors.  Sometimes these factors become so limited or non-existent that they can 
cause a population to reduce or in extreme cases become extinct.

 When an ecosystem’s factors are non-limited the population is able to grow in number and at times in extreme 
cases can completely dominate.

**See worksheet: Limits on Populations **

**See Lab: Modeling Population Growth**

 Population Explosions - when limiting factors to a population are absent then the population is able to grow out 
of control.

 Population explosions are infrequent but will occur when a new species is introduced to an ecosystem.
o Ex: Zebra Mussels in the Great Lakes, European Rabbit in Australia and Reindeer on Pribilof Island, Alaska

**See Worksheet: Carrying Capacity & Population Explosions**

**See Notes and Worksheet on Human Population growth**

**Video & question sheet: Don’t Panic: Truth about Population**

**See notes on Population in Canada & New Brunswick **

 Natural Resource – materials or substances such as minerals, forests, water and fertile land that occur in nature 
and can be used for economic gain.  

 3 types of resources:
o Renewable – natural resource which can replenish to overcome usage through naturally recurring 

processes in a finite amount of time.  Ex: air, solar energy, crops, paper, etc.
o Non-renewable – natural resources that does not renew itself at a sufficient rate for sustainable 

economic extract ion.  Ex: fossil fuels (natural gas, coal, oil)
o Replenishable – non-living natural resources that depend on the energy of the sun for their 

replenishment.  Ex: water, wind, biomass, solar
 Natural capital – the land, air, water, living organisms and natural resources of the Earth that produce value to 

people in the form of goods or services.
o Includes both living and non-living resources (forests, crops, oil, coal, etc…)

 Natural Income – Annual yield from sources of natural capital: agricultural harvest, growth of timber, increase in 
heard size, etc…



 The point when the amount of natural income reduces the capacity of natural capital to continue providing the 
same amount of natural income in the future, is the point when the sustainable scale has been exceeded.

 If we use natural resources faster than the biosphere can renew them, and discharge waste faster than the 
ecosphere can recycle it, we may be causing permanent damage and we are said to be “living off our natural 
capital”.

 If we can manage to allow renewal and replenishment of natural resources then we are said to be living 
sustainably.

 We also have to evaluate what nature’s services are worth, not just what the product is worth.  

**See Classwork questions on Natural capital and Natural income**

 Overpopulation – a condition where an organism’s numbers exceed the carrying capacity of its habitat.
 Overpopulation will cause issues from human activity and be a negative impact on the Earth in the form of 

environmental, economic and social factors.
 Is overpopulation the biggest issue or is there underlying issues that are greater?

**See article and questions on overpopulation**0


